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TW:/ Rape,Child Abuse,Violence

One Year & No Justice For Little Girl?,A Thread

For Some Reason,People Protest Against The "Safari" Rape In Maldives Went

Worldwide. How About The 3 Year Old Girl Child? That's What The Rape Crisis In

Maldives Begains.

#NoJusticeNoMaldives

The police, on 17th Jan 2020 , arrested two of three suspects accused of raping a two (Now Three) -year-old child in

Southern Maldives.

The suspects were arrested in the afternoon, and were identified by the police only as a 62 (63) -year-old male and an 81

(82) -year-old male

Local residents who spoke to Sun confirm the men were the grandfather and great-grandfather of the victim.

The grandfather works as a muezzin at the island’s mosque, and had been previously accused of sexual abuse of children,

said one local.

The child’s father had also been accused of involvement in the rape.

However, the police, in a statement on Friday, said that the suspects in the crime were two men, both of whom were now

under arrest.

The rape had been reported to the authorities on 15th Jan 2020 after the child’s mother’s family found out about the crime

when they questioned her after she complained of pain in her abdomen.

The family took her to the atoll hospital, which, after six hours of examinations, confirmed she had been brutally raped by

more than one man.
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“The examinations took six hours. The examinations showed the child had been brutally raped. The child sustained

irreparable injuries. The doctor read the Shahada when he read the results.

Said it was inhumane. She has suffered to that level,” said a family member who spoke to Sun on condition of anonymity.

The child is currently under the care of her mother’s family, with Gender Ministry social workers keeping a close watch. She

is reported by the family to be deeply traumatized.

The crime had taken place last year, while the child’s mother was hospitalized after overdosing on drugs. She is currently

receiving treatment at a health facility in Male’.

The child’s father is said to have fled to Hulumalé Male’ after the crime came to light.

Many have gathered in front of the Gender Ministry headquarters to protest against sexual crimes against children.

Former Minister Of Gender & Family,Siddhadha Shareef Walked Around The Streets Of Maldives,Protesters Followed Her &

She Said That "Miee Aharenge Friday Ey" ("This Is My Friday")

Protesters had gathered outside the flat from afternoon onwards, after the location of his hideout was leaked to the public.

They grew increasingly restless as the time went by, and began throwing rocks and other objects at the apartment after

police officers at the location,

in an attempt to placate the crowd, said that they needed to secure a court warrant before they could make the arrest.
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